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CURRENT REsEARCH IN ANDEAN ARCHAEOWGY
Editors' Note
In this issueofAndean Past weintroduce "Current Research in Andean Archaeology", a new feature.
Formany years,American Antiquitypublishedsimilar reports,coveringnotjusttheAndes, but allofthe
Americas. However,nosuch reportshavebeenpublished inAmerican Antiquitysince1993and scholars
have been deprived of a meansofquick dissemination of recent findings in a first~tierprofessionaljournal.
Although plans for posting current researchreportsontheAmerican Antiquitywebsite were announced
someyears ago, they arestill in an experimentalphase.Hence,for thepast few years, DanielH. Sandweiss
has maintained a "Current Research"sectionon ourA dean Past web site (http://kramer.urne.maine.edul
-anthroplAndean "'p/html). What followsisan editedversionof thesepostings[rom theirbeginningtomid,
summer,2000.Incontrastto theoldAmerican Antiquitysection,Andean Past"CurrentResearch"
reports may be illustrated and may include a limited number of publishedr distributed references.In these
respects,our newsection is similar to the short "Scientific Correspondence" section ofNature. However,
unlike the scientific letters toNa ure, Andean Past"Current Research" reports arenot subject to peer
review. New reports should be sent to Dan Sandweiss at the University of Maine, Orono. (See inside front
page for addresses.)
DanielH. Sandweiss
Monica Barnes.
CUn'entResearch(1997~ 1999)
EcUADOR
Pimampiro Project
Archaeological test excavationsunder the
direction of Tamara L. Bray (Wayne State
University, e,mail tamara.bray@wayne.edu)
began in 1997 at the site of Shanshipampa in
the Pimampiro District of northern highland
Ecuador. Since 1991 this district,described in
sixteenth century sources as a gatewayto the
eastern lowlands and an important multi~eth~
nic trade center, has been the focusof a re~
gional study by Bray. Shanshipampa is named
after the present local community. With the
help of the Wayne State University
Archaeological Field School and personnel
from the Instituto Nacional de-.Patrimonio
Cultural, Bray mapped the site and tested a
range of features during the 1997fteld season.
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On the basisofethnohistoric data, previous
archaeological work, and information provided
by local informants, Shanshipampa has been
tentatively identified as the site of Chapf. Late
sixteenth century sources indicate that ChapC
once functioned as an important commercial
center forhighland and lowlandmerchants, and
housed a multi,ethnic population that included
affiliates of easternmontaiiagroups. The site
wasabandoned in the seventeenth century and
memory of its location lost to local people
thereafter.
Excavations in 1997 focused on the upper
po tion of the site, which, according to local
residents, had only been clear of forest in the
past 80years. The landowner indicated that the
area was used as pasture and had never been
plowed. Archaeological features include ter,
races,smallcircularmounds known locallytolas,
long linear mounds, and widelydispersedpetro..
glyphs. Investigations in 1997 concentrated on
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the parallel linear features, their associated
terraces, and one of thetolas.The linear
featuresrun perpendicularto the contourof
the slope of the site, with their uphillends
abutting unfaced terrace risers. The linear
mounds range in width from 3 to 6 meters, are
approximately 1 to 1.8 meters high, and vary
from 25 to 60 meters in length. There is an
upper and a lower tier of these linear mounds,
which are spaced at 12 to 16 meter intervals.
Test excavations indicate that these mounds
arecomprisedofpiledcolluviumwithconsider,
able amounts of ceramic materialsmixed into
the upper levels. Testing betWeenthe linear
moundsyieldedsubstantiallylowerdensitiesof
cultural materials. While these features re,
main somewhat enigmatic, their association
with terraces, their concentration in the lower
elevations of the site, the lack of associated
artifacts,combinedwith ethnographicinforma,
tion on indigenous farming practices suggests
that they may have had an agricultural func,
tion, possiblyrelating to the divisionof fields.
A nearby oval mound, c. 12by 23 meters
and 2 meters high, was also tested. Several
possiblehearths were found in its middle and
lower levels. These features, in conjunction
with.the ceramic evidence and the number of
broken grindingstones(marwsandmetates)
recovered, suggesta domestic function for this
mound. On the terrace abutting the mound,
immediatelyto the east, adome,shapedfeature
of white clay with a vented, box,likestructUre
in its center (56cm x 52 cm x 83 cmdeep) was
uncovered (Figure 1). The wallsof the rectan,
gular central portion ofthe featurewerenearly
vitrified,probablyduringexposuretoextremely
high temperatures. Preliminaryreviewof the
literature suggests the possibilityof a furnace
associated with metal,working. While gold
ornaments are relatively common in this re,
gion,wehave no reported findsofmetallurgical
production sites anywhere in the area. This
makes the identification of this feature very
tentative, but also potentially very important.
. Initial sorting of the ceramic materials from the
1997 excavations suggeststhe presence of
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Caranqui, CapuJ.{,and Panzaleo style pottery
dating principally to the late prehistoric period
(800,1400 A.D.), as well as some previously
u recorded blackware types.
In 1999 work continued at Shanshipampa
with the support of the National Science Foun,
d tion and the Wenner..Gren Foundation. This
phase of the research is an interdisciplinary
endeavor. Project eo,Principal Investigator
Crist6bal Landazuri of the Pontificia Universi..
ad Cat6lica del Ecuador (Quito) directs the
ethnohistorical component. Work in local
archives wascompleted in 1999 and analysisof
information on changes in local production
systems,political structures, demographics,and
ethnicity with the advent of colonial rule is
underway.
Figure 1. Domed pit feature with rectangUlar central hollow
that exhibits a side ventandvitrified interior.
In 1999Bray continued test excavationsat
Shanshipampa with the aid of Ecuadorian and'
American students from several universities
including Wayne State. During that season, a
magnetometer survey of the site wasmade,and
the topographic map of the site tested. Donald
Johrison of IMA Consulting, Minneapolis,
Minnesota conducted the geophysical work.
Through excavations, Bray's team identified
several buried features including a double..
311..
coursed stone wall, an extensive cobble and
sherd floor, and a number of possiblehouse
terraces. A number of large, completestorage
vesselswere encountered insitu.
Among the most interesting results of the
1999 season was the identification of at least
three types of morniary practices at Shanshi..
pampa. The first is fairly elaborate, and in..
volves the placement of a burial pit in the
center of a stone ring that was subsequendy.
covered by a low mound with a circular plan
(Figure2). While the human remainswerenot
generallypreservedin these features,one.ofthe
mounds did produce the posteriordentition of
a single individual interred with a complete
Panzaleo pot (Figure3). A singleradiocarbon
assayof burnt material within the vessel pro..
duced a date of 250 B.P.:tl00 (Beta 136125),
suggestinga fairlyrecent age for this b~rial.
Figure2.Circularstonering,3 min diameter,surrounding
burial Pit (Feature 5).
Another burial practice at Shanshipampa
involved the use of small caves. Two burial
caveswere identified. Each contained multiple
individuals who had apparently been interred
in large funerary urns. Because of the dry
conditions that prevailed, human skeletal
remains in a good state of preservation were
recovered. Pyrolizedmaterials fromone cave
indicates an age of 600 B.P.:t80 years (Beta
136131). Finally, it appears that residents of
CurrentResearch
the site alsoburied individuals in funerary urns
outside of these caves, possibly in association
with houses. The urns are plain, and apparendy
of expedient manufacture. Charred human
remains inside one urn were dated to 940
B.P.:t 110 (Beta 136130). It ispossiblethat this
form of interment is unique in the northern
Ecuadorian Highlands. The Shanshipampa
mortuary data, taken as a whole, mayreflectthe
presence of the several ethnic groups known,
from historical sources, to have been present at
the site.
Figure3.Completep~ stylepot found at thebaseofa
burial Pit in a smaUmound (Feature6). p~
potteryis a trade ware that was Unportedfromthe
easterntropical lowlandsbypeople of the highlands.
A seriesofpetroglyphswasalsodocumented
around the site of Shanshipampa, as offering
possible evidence of trans..sierran connections.
Site boundaries are, in fact, defined in relation
to the petroglyphs. Two carved stone monu..
ents, both ofwhich carryimagerysuggestiveof
tropical lowland fauna (monkeys and snakes),
were recorded during a visit to the area in 1996
(Figures 4 and 5). These are similar to the
imageryfound on Tuza style (late prehispanic)
c r mics. In 1997, an additional four petro..
glyphs with spiral, circular, and linear motifs
wer recorded and a measured plan ofthem was
made. Two of the motifs depicted, a bice..
phalous snake..likecreature, and a monkey..like
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quadruped with a curly tail, are identical to
those observed on the flagstone pavement at
the nearby site of La Mesa, salvagedby Padre
Pedro Porras in the early 1970s.Similarmotifs
have alsobeen observed on rock art from the
Narino district of southern Colombiaand the
Quijos region of eastern Ecuador. PIeliminary
analysis of the iconography suggeststhat the
residents of Shanshipampa participated in a
widespreadvisual systemthat potentially indi..'
cates ashared interregionalideographicsystem,
interaction sphere,orpan..regionalinformation
network.The distribution ofthe petroglyphs,in
an area known from historical documents to
have been occupied simultaneouslyby several
ethnic groups, suggests that they may have
performed an ethnic boundary maintenance
function as well.
Figures4and5.Imageryfrom petrogf.yphat t eShanshi-
pampa site.
The Shanshipampa project also has a
archaeobotanical component. The Pimampiro
district was a renowned center of coca
(Erythroxylonsp.) production during the late
prehistoric period. During the 1991archaeolog..
ical survey, seven sites containing stone..faced
terraces were recorded. Crops known to have
been produced on terraces in the Andes include
com, coca, tubers, and local grains,whilein the
montana zone,agricultural terraces werewidely
associated with the cultivation of coca. Coca
was a key resource in the precolumbian world,
and Bray has posited elsewhere that control
over its production may have been central to
the development of social hierarchy in this
reg . In 1993 initial analysis of soil samples
from two sets of terraces by the Smithsonian's
Tropical Research Institute indicated an abun..
dance of potentially diagnostic phytoliths. In
1997,under the aegisof the PimampiroProject,
Cesar Veintimilla of the' Escuela Politecnica
Superior ofGuayaquilbegan experimentalwork
to assess the feasibility of identifying coca
through phytolith analysis. Preliminaryresults
are promising insofar as several potentially
diagnosticphytolithshave been identifiedin two
modem plant specimensofErythroxylon,though
initial counts of these phytoliths are low.
Hacienda La Florida,AyalanCemetery,
AnllullaShellMiddenMound, and Ferdon's
SurfaceCollections
Earl H. Lubensky (University of Missouri..
Columbia, email Lubenskye@missouri.edu)
reports on work at several coastal Ecuadorian
sites:
HaciendaLa Florida
The Hacienda La Florida is at Km 16 on the
road from Santo Domingo de 105Colorados'to
Quininde and Esmeraldas,at the extreme wes..
ternmost part of Pichincna Province on the
Ecuadorian coastal plain. Its approximately
2,000hectares contain at least 10archaeological
sites, mostly single mounds, but there are two
multiple mound sites. In 1979EarlH. Lubensky
and Allison Paulsen excavated Estero Cecilia,
the most prominent and complex one. Lubens..
ky also excavated the second multiple mound
site, Santa Marta, which is approximately 1500
373..
m to the southwest of the Estero Cecilia site.
These excavations were first reported in the
ResearchReports section ofAmericanAntiquity
(Lynch 1981:201).
The Estero Cecilia site contained at least
19 mounds. Four were quite small, five were
intermediate in size,but 10 were up to 100m
in diameter and 8 m high. Except for two
deviations, the mounds were arranged in two
almostparallel rowshigh above,and alongside,
the banks of the estuary (Estero Cecilia).
Excavationsweremade in three moundsduring
a two..weekperiod. Hacienda familymembers
had excavated another previously. Figurines
and figurine fragments found at the Estero
Ceciliasite, aswellasceramicsherdsrecovered
there, are generally diagnostic of the Jama..
Coaque Phases I and II of the RegionalDevel..
opment Period (500 B.C. to A.D. 500)(cf.
Meggers 1966:figure 3,96..102) and the Inte..
gration Period (A.D. 500.to 1532)(Zeidlerand
Pearsall 1994:6, figure 1.2j Zeidlerand '$utliff
1994:112..113,table 7.1). According to Paul..
sen, the ceramic assemblageat Estero Cecilia
contained "apparently regional variants of
coastal Guangala style, dated between A.D.
300 and 600, in addition to the less well de..
fined Bahla and Jama..Coaque styles from
Manabf and Esmeraldas" (Lynch 1981:201).
Three radiocarbon dates from charcoal
taken from two of the mounds at Estero Ce..
ciliaare950:1:60BP(Beta..43345)calibratedto
AD 1023..1207j 770:1:90 BP (Beta..43346)
calibrated to AD 1216..1377jand 620:1:50BP
(Beta..43347) calibrated to AD 1301..1408
(Stuiver etal.1998:1041..1083). These dates
correspond more to the Integration Period or
Zeidler's Jama..Coaque II than to the earlier
RegionalDevelopment Period, but older dates
should come out oflower strata in the mounds,
so that both Jama..CoaqueI aswellas II would
presumablyberepresented, that isthe Regional
Development Period as well as the Integration
Period.
CutTentResearch
The Santa Marta complexcontained at least
13mounds,one largecentral mound about30m
in diameterand 5 m high, with the other 12
surroundingit in an ellipticalpattern,different
fromthe plan ofthe EsteroCeciliasite. A 2x2
m excavation,260 cm deep, was cut in the
center ofthe principal mound. Sherds indicated
a likely Chorrera Phase association. The date
from one test excavation at Santa Marta was
2950:1:80BP (Beta-43348) calibrated to 1260..
1001 BC (Stuiver etal. 1998:1041..1083).
Thus, it is. in conformity with the Chorrera
Phase.
Six obsidian samples, all from stratum 110..
140 cm at Santa Marta, were submitted for X..
RayFlorescence (XRF)and neutron..activation
nalysis (NAA) at the Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory. Resultsshow that fivesampleswere
from the Mullumica source (four tested byXRF
a d one by NAA). One sample tested by XRF
wasfromthe Quiscatola..Yanaurcosource. Both
sources are in the Eastern Cordillera of the
Ec adorian Andes about thirty to fortykm east
of Quito (Burgeretal.1994:232, figure 1jSala..
zar 1980:25..34,47..52,Map Ij Villalba
1988:551).
In 1999,cutting edge/mass ratio wasdeter..
mined forthe remaining 29 obsidianbladesfrom
both sites at La Florida, using a procedure
developed by Sheets and Muto (1972:633jsee
also Fowler 1981:323..324). This ratio was
determined to be 3.42cm/g, compared to 1.75
cm/g at El Inga and 10.54 crn/g at the Ayalan
Cemetery (seebelow), confirmingapositiveand
directcost!distance relation to the sourcesites
(i.e.,El Inga is approximately 25 km from the
source, La Florida is about 150 km, and the
Ayalan Cemetery is some 500 km distant).
Several possible clay source samples were
collected from the Hacienda LaFloridain 1993.
Along with a number of vessel and figurine
sherds, these clay samples were submitted to
the University of Missouri..ColumbiaResearch
Reactor Center. Hector Neff (e..mailNeffH@
missouri.edu) and Michael Glascock's (e..mail
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glascock@reactorlmurr.missouri.edu)conclu..
sion was that it seemed "most likelythat the
bulk of the pottery is locallyderived,but from
differently weathered sources and via paste
preparation practiceswhich modifiedthe clay's
composition. In contrast," theycontinued,"the
figurines and some of the pottery from Estero
Ceciliaare socompositionallydistinctfromthe
'local'pottery that they probablyare imported
from somewhere else" (personal communica..
tion, Hector Neff, January 27, 1994).
Lubenskyand Paulsen speculatedthat the
complexmayhave represented litheremainsof
a majorexchange center dating asearlyas 800
B.C. with some features that imply the cere..
monialovertones and functions~at character..
izesuchcenters" (Lynch 1981:201). Lubensky
. suggeststhat there may be a chronological
relationshipbetween the beginningofobsidian
use dUring the Chorrera Period on the coast
and the introduction of ceramicsin the sierra.
Both occurred aiout:1d 1600 to 1500 B.C.
(Lubensky1999a, 1999b). As examples,Zeid..
leret al.(1994:143..144)state that long dis..
tance exchange(ofobsidian)withthe northern
highlandseast ofQuito isclearlydemonstrated
as early as 1600 B.C. Villalba (1988:241)
recorded the earliest pottery at Cotocollao to
date from1545~200 B.C.
Ayalan Cemetery
Current research of the AyalanCemetery
project is designed to augment Douglas
Ubelaker's 1981 report (see also Lubensky
1974). The site is on the west bank of the
Estero Salada, about 55 km southwest of
Guayaquil in the Anllulla sector of the Haci..
enda Ayalan. Lubenskybegan excavations at
the site in 1972. Ubelaker joinedthe project in
1973and, in addition to extending the excava..
tion grid,analyzedthe human skeletalremains,
the urns used as repositories for secondary
burials, and the burial goods. There is, how..
ever, considerable midden material (ceramic,
metal, animal bone, shell, and lithic artifacts)
that still must be reported for completecover..
..374
age of the site. kappears that the burialswere
eit r placed in an already existing midden, or
midden material was deposited during or be..
tween burial episodes.
Judgingfromradiocarbon dates and mostof
th ceramic styles, the cemetery is principallya
Late Integration Period site. One date from a
sample estimated by Lubensky to be from a
Chorrera context is 1300~95 BP or A.D. 650
(SI..1372),long after the Chorrera Phase. Ube..
laker (1981:13..14)discussed ten other samples
submitted to the Smithsonian InstitUtionRadio..
carb n Laboratory. Two samples(51..3305and
SI 3306) gave modern dates and are presumed
tob contaminated. Three dates fromextended
burials (SI..3307,SI..3308, and SI..3309)gave
dates of 500 B.C., A.D. 1155 (from charcoal),
and A.D. 1110 (from associated soil).
Five dates were produced from bone colla..
g n from urn burials. These includeA.D 730
(51..3529),A.D. 1730 (SI..3530),and a modern,
probably contaminated, date (51..3531). Two
collagendates fromprimaryextendedburialsare
A.D. 800 (SI..3532) and A.D. 985 (SI..3534).
SI..3308(charcoal), SI..3309(soil),andSI..3534
(collagen)are from the same grave. Apart from
tw utliers (500 B.C. and 1730 A.D.), the
dates are between A.D. 650 and A.D. 1155,a
range of about 500 years. All dates from the
Ayalan Cemetery are uncalibrated.
Lubenskyhas developed a typologybasedon
cer mics from the upper levels of the site.
These and other artifacts are on loan to the
Smithsonian Institution from the Universidad
Cat6lica de Guayaquil, recipient of the entire
Ayalan collection. Lower levelsof the Ayalan
Cemetery site produced deposits apparently
from the Chorrera Period, making the Ayalan
Cemetery a likely Chorrera type site. Other
art facts from the site, especially a bone flute,
indicate a Guangala occupation as well.. The
p ttery, however, is largely.fromthe Integration
Period (A.D. 500..1532), specificallyfrom the
tWophases, Milagro..Quevedo, found mostlyto
the north and east of the Ayalan Cemetery,and
Mantefio~Huancavilca found to the west of the
cemetery. & Emilio Estrada concluded (Estra~
da 1959; Lubensky 1982), the Ayalan cemetery
possibly lay on a border between groups repre~
sented by the two contemporaryceramic
phases.
Neutron activation analysisconducted on
five obsidian samples from the Ayalan Ceme~
tery at the University of Missouri~Columbia
Research Reactor by Michael Glascockshows
the sourcesiteto be the Yanaurco,Quiscatola.
flow (see Burger et al. 1994; figure 1 for loca~
tion).
AnUuUa SheU Mound
Excavation of the Anllula ShellMound on
the Hacienda Ayalan was an 'ancillaryproject
to the Ayalan Cemeteryexcavations. The goal
wasto determine whether the shellmound was
associated with a settle~ent siterelated to the
cemetery. Radiocarbon dates and ceramics
found among the shells indicate that, on the
contrary, the mound was formed.about 2,000
yearsearlier. While the cemeterydates princi~
pally to the Integration Period (AD 500 to
1500 or the Spanish contact) (Meggers1966:
figure3), the shellmound containing ceramics
(with the exception of the top 70 cm) dates to
the earlier Formative Period Valdivia~Mach,
alillaPhases (3000to 1500~100B.C.) (Meggers
1966:figure3).
The mound stood more than4 m high.
Since excavation it has been cut down for the
road around the new shrimp pond in the adja~
cent salitre. The mound was located approxi,
mately 2 km to the north of the cemetery.
Lubensky excavated a 2 by 2 cm cut in the
center of the mound, to a depth of 4 m. The
bottom strata, (370 to 400 cm) wereaceramic.
In the next 90 cm (280 to 370cm) a num~
ber ofplain and unclassifiedsherdswerefound.
These were not positively identified to phase,
but are presumablyValdivia. In the next 140
cm (140 to 280 cm deep) decorated sherds fit
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diagnosticallyinto Valdivia Period D in the
typologyof Meggerset al. 1965 or ValdiviaVI~
VII in Hill's typology(HillI972~74). Theywere
Punta Arenas Incised,Valdivia AppliqueFillet,
Broadline Incised or Carved, Nicked Broadline
Incised,PebblePolished,and Zone Incisedstyles
(Meggers et al. 1965), along with unclassified
decorated and numerous plain sherds.
In the next 70 cm (70~140 cm), two types of
diagnostic Machalilla sherds, Double~Line
Incised and Incised and Punctate, appeared
along with a number of Polished Red sherds and
just three Red Banded sherds, which were
assumedalso to be Machalilla. Alongwith
these, in the same 70~140 cm level, diagnostic
Valdivia sherds, specifically Punta Arenas
Incised, Valdivia Applique Fillet, Broadline
Incised, and Brushed types, c.ontinued to ap'
pear, suggestinga Valdivia,Machalilla overlap.
Above 70 cm fro~ the top there were no
more diagnostic Machalilla or Valdivia deco,
rated sherds, only numerous Polished Red and
Red Banded. Lubensky now assumes, after
apparently tonfirmingradiocarbon datesshowed
a dramatic chronological hiatus at about the 70
cm level (seebelow), that the continuing rela~
tively large number of Polished Red and Red
Banded sherds above that level, along with
many plain sherds, were possibly Guangala or
JambelCof the Regional Development Period.
The mix of Valdivia and Machalilla alongwith
apparently the same Polished Red and Red
Banded typesat the assumedmuch older 70,140
cml vel isasyet unexplained. Problemsofshell
mound stratigraphy and perturbation are fully
recognized but not clearly solved. Strata at
'va ious levels of shell deposit observed during
excavation and from later photos appeared
level.
Significant ash levels, presumablyvolcanic,
were recorded precisely at 70 cm depth and at
about 140 cm, indicating depths and times of
almost dramatic ceramic and cultural ,change.
Furthermore, radiocarbon assays taken from
levels from 100 cm to 310 cm showed dates in
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stratigraphicorder; from100~110cm,3210:!:50
(BETA~108164)calibrated at 1517~1410BC
(an AMS test); from 170~180cm,3560+95 BP
(N~2908) calibrated at 2012~1741BC; from
300~310cm,4020:1:220BP (P~2761)calibrated
at 2878~2154BC. Only the date from320~330
cm, 3530:!:100 (N~2909)calibrated at 1947~
1690 B.C. (Stuivert al.1998:1041~1083),is
out of chronological order.
A single date of 1380:t70 BPat 20~30cm
depth (N~2907), calibrated at A.D. 641..761
(Stuiveret al.1998:1041~1083)was initially
. rejected as being too recent comparedto other
dates from the site. However, twomore dates
from tests performed by BETA Analytic.were
taken from charcoalsamplesfrom50~60em
and 70..80 cm that were found among the
Anllulla shell mound human bone samples.
These also gaverather recent dates. They are
1220:t70 B.P. (BETA~21814) calibrated. to
A.D. 721~956 and 1560:t90 B.P. (BETA~
21815) calibrated to A.D. 422..637.
These dates fall into a RegionalDevelop~
ment transition to the Integration Period,
possibly'with a hiatus at around 80 em depth.
The transition represented by these dates
above 80 cm possibly reflects Guangala or
Jambelf Phase occupations in the Regional
Development Period, possibly leading into
Milagro..Quevedoand Huancavilca/ Mantefio
phases in the Integration Period.
Two thermoluminescence dates measured
on ceramic samplesat the Universityof Miss..
ouri Thermoluminescence Laboratory (con..
ducted by Ralph Rowlett (E..mailRowlettR
@missouri.edu) also measured within the
Formative Period range (at 14O..150cm,3600
BP or 1630:t300 BC [MATL 81..1~4];and at
240~250 cm, 4177 BP or 2200:1:400 BC MA TL
81~ 1~ 5]). Two other thermolumenescence
dates were out of range. However, four shell
samples dated by thermoluminescence at the
same laboratory ranged betWeen600 BC and
3,700BC(threeAnadaratuberculosaat 600:1:
250 BC, 1700 :1:290BC, and 3700:t860 BC,
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averaging 2030 :t210 BC, and oneOstT asp. at
400:t 210 BC). These dates may reflect possi~
ble Valdivia~Machalilla transition periods.
A number of genera and species of shell
were found in the mound, the predominant
probably beingOstTea (Striostrea) irridescens
(Keen 1971: 84 and personal communication,
March 26, 1981; Hernandez C., Secci6n de
Malacologfa,Museo de Historia Natural de EI
Salvador, personal communication, 1978).
Other cultural artifacts included animalbone, a
human mandible found in the remnant of the
mound during a later visit, plant remains, and
crude unworked lithic remains,mainlyhammer~
stones. No obsidian was found in the mound.
A permanent home in Ecuador for the
collection from this site was sought for several
years while it passed from the Comisi6n de
Patrimonio Arnstico del Litoral to the US
Consulate General in Guayaquil, to private
homes, finallyto be turned over to the Archae~
ology Department of the Escuela Superior
P litecnica del Litoral (ESPOL). ESPOL's
d rector, Jorge Marcos, was then head of the
Comisi6n de Patrimonio Artfstico del Litoral.
Sometime during these transitions two whole
Valdivia vesselswere lost. ESPOL then moved
to the suburbs of Guayaquil, presumably with
the collections. Subsequent attempts toretrieve
he collection for further study brought the
realization that the collections were lost, per..
haps some day to be found again.
Ferdon'surfacecollections
Research continues at the Universityof
Missouri~ColumbiaAnthropology Research
.Laboratory on the surface collections made by
Edwin A. Ferdon, Jr. in Ecuador before and
during WorIdWar II, under the auspicesofthe
S hool ofAmerican Research, the Archaeologi~
cal Institute of America, and the Universityof
Southern California. Ferdon's goals included
m king an archaeological surveyof a portion of
the northern Inca realm and excavation of a
selected site (Anonymous 1945:127). Ferdon's
workwasinterruptedbythe warinSeptember
1943)when he began to serve..with the U. S.
Cinchona [quinine] Mission. Ferdonsurveyed
118 sites of which he made many detailed
maps. He collected artifacts from the surface
of)or from cuts at) 62 of these sites. He also
excavated the La Carolina site at La Libertad
on the Santa ElenaPeninsula. Thisexcavation
is the basis of Simmons) doctoral dissertation
(Simmons1970). Lubenskywrotehisdoctoral
dissertation on the 35 sites Ferdonsurveyedin
Esmeraldas Province, on ceramicsfrom 16 of
those sites where collections were made) and
drew qn Ferdon's analysis of "gold mining"
activities at the site of La Tolita (Lubensky
1991). Lubensky presented a computerized
system for analysis and recording of ceramic
attributes of vessel shape) size',manufacture,
and.decoration. From this he developed ce~
ramie classesand suggesteda ceramicseriation
forprehistoric Esmeraldas'Province.
Students under Lubensky'sguidance have
completed attribute analysisof ceramics from
three sites in Manabi Province and tWo in
GuayasProvince. Steven Velasque: prepared
a draft consolidated report on the 14 sites
surveyedinManabiProvince andJessicaCoats
produced a paper on the site of Jaramijo in
Manabi Province. Two other Missouri stu~
dents, Pamela J. Hale and Julia Anne Wag...
ner, completed analysisof the ceramicsherds
from asecond site at LaLibertadwhereFerdon
made a surface c<?llection(Hale and Wagner
1995). Gene Keay did an initial analysison
the collection from the Punta Camera site in
Guayas Province. Jessica Aberle is devising
an attribute classificationofthe Ferdonsurface
collection from the Punta Camera site on the
Santa Elena peninsula. Aberle and Lubensky
anticipate usingher data to developclassesof
ceramics involvingintersection ofa number of
select attributes
Collections from 24 additional sites from
Guayas Province await analysis)as do smaller
collections from Imbabura, EIOro, Pichincha,
LOsRios, Tungurahua) and ChimborazoProv~
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inces. Interrelationships among the sites and
the collections) and possibly additional seria~
tions, will be possible with the computer pro~
gram (PARADOX) utilized for the analyses.
The Ferdon surface collections are on loan to
the Anthropology Museum of the Universityof
Missouri~Columbiafrom the Museum of New
Mexico in Santa Fe) to which the School of
American Research transferred the collections.
The excavated collection from La Carolina is
now is also at the Museum of New Mexico in
Santa Fe. In addition, the Museum of New
Mexico has the collections Ferdon purchased
o behalf of the School of the Americas and the
collections of wholevesselspresented to himby
the owner of the Hacienda La Tolita on the
occasionofhisvisitto the hacienda.
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Pichincha Province
Ronald D. Lippi (UniversityofWisconsin'
. at Marathon County, e,mail rlippi@uwc.edu)
directs a long..termregional surveyof the west,
e n flank of the Andes in Ecuador's northern
Pichincha province (immediately west of
Quito). The preliminary stage of this project
concluded in 1999 with the publication of a
lengthy monograph on all the work conducted
since 1984. The book,Una Exploraci6n
. 379,
Arqueo16gicadelPichinchaOccidental,Ecuador,
wasco'publishedbythe MuseoJacintoJij6ny
Caamafio of the Pontificia Universidad
Cat6lica del Ecuador, the Consejo Provincial
de Pichincha, and the Banco Interamericano
de Desarrollo, and is on sale through the au..
thor or at the above museum in Quito.
Lippihas joined forceswithan Ecuadorian,
based environmental foundation, Fundaci6n
Maquipucuna,and willnarrowthe focus of.
much of the future archaeologicalwork in the
6,000 square kilometer Western Pichincha
region to the area within and immediately
surrounding the cloud forest reserve that was
establishedseveralyears agobyMaquipucuna.
Someofthe mostinteresting archaeological
sitesin the entire region are locatedwithin this
area and include two fortresseswith an appar,
.ent Inca occupation,several pyrami4aland
conical mound complexes,physicalvestigesof
ancient trails,. the abandoned ancient "salt
town" (Cachillacta), the Tulipepoolcomplex,
and manyhabitation sitesspanningthe Forma,
tive, Middle, and Late Prehispanic Periods as
welras the Early Spanish Period (ca. 1500 BC'
AD 1660). While the Maquipucuna Founda,
tion isprimarilyfocusedon cloudforestpreser,
vation and study aswell as carefullydeveloped.
ecotourism, it is working closelywith Lippi to
develop plans to protect and study various
archaeological complexes and to foment
"archaeo,tourism" by way of vehicular and
pedestrian site tours, a field school, and a
possibleregional archaeologymuseum.
In the summerof1999,Lippiwas in the
region creating topographic maps of three
pyramidal mound sites and of one of the two
Inca forts (Pukara de Palmitopamba) as a
prelude to future research. He and Fundaci6n
Maquipucuna have negotiated the purchase of
the land containing the bulk of the Pukara de
Palmitopamba to ensure itspreservationand to
facilitate excavations at the site in the coming
years.
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They are also working on the very complex
problem of assuring the preservation of the
Tulipe 'pool complex. The partial restoration
and limited research on the site by Museo del
Banco Central personnel in the 1980swas not
followed up by the construction of a site mu..
seum nor by the protection of the site, because
the Banco Central abandoned most of its cuI,
tural programsin subsequent years. This unique
site, first identified by Frank Salomon (Univer,
sityof Wisconsin at Madison) and later studied
by Holguer Jara (Banco Central del Ecuador),
has been deteriorating in recent years. Reach,
ng agreement with the various propertyowners
on the site has been complicated and somewhat
frustrating,but aconcerted effortisunderwayto
preservethe site. .
PERU
Batan Grande, ~mbayeque Valley
In collaboration with Izumi Shimada
(Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, e,
mailishimada@siu.edu),Julie FarnUm (Univer,
sity of Missouri,Columbia) has been studying
the Sican skeletal material excavated from
Batan Grande, in the LambayequeValley. She
was in the field during part of 1997, 1998,and
1999. Her analysis of Sican burials, ofboth the
elite and commoners, forms a major part ofher
doctoral dissertation, a comparative study of
heal h and diet of prehispanic populationsfrom
coastal Peru.
Zafia..NieposProject
Jack Rossen (Ithaca College, e,mail
JROSSEN@ithaca.edu) conducted excavation
in July and August 1997 at Cerro Guitarra, a
preceramic village in the lower ZafiaValleyon
Peru's north coast. The first two weeks con..
si ted of theodolite mapping of the site and its
topographic surroundings. The locationsof 83
houses were.documented on three site levels:
hill base, slopes, and summit. Also mapped
were a stone..lined public plaza in front of the
hill, the dry riverbed adjacent to the site, and
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various paths and stairways that connected
differenthouse clusters. The finalthree weeks
were used to excavate eleven semi..subterra..
nean houses and test excavate the publicplaza
area. A large quantity of lithic remains,fauna,
plant materials, and spedalsamples were
recovered. Artifact and sample analysesare
underway.
The research was successfulin gaining an
understanding of a previously poorly..under..
stood phenomenon: the hillside preceramic
villagesof northern Peru, with their expected
dates of about 3000..4000B.C. Site layout is
now understood as a series of interconnected
house clusters, and the structure of individual
houses as primarily two..room,semi..subterra..
nean, elliptical, thatched roof structures in-
cluding lithic raw material storage areas and
hearth niches. Preliminary analysisindicates
the site contains a varietYof cultivated plant
remains. The research will ultimately docu..
ment sodal structures and villageformations
that accompanied earlyplant cultivationin the
region. The public plaza may also represent
early public ceremony and formation of group
identities.
Beach Ridges, Santa Valley
In June, 1997,Dan Sandweiss (University
ofMaine,e..maildan.sandweiss@maine.maine.
edu), geologistDaniel F. Belknap (University
of Maine, e..mail belknap@maine.edu)and
Stacy H. Shafer Rogers (e-mailSROGERS@
EpsilonAssodates.com) and JeffreyN. Rogers
(e-mail jrogers@geosyntec.com) (both then
graduate students at the Universityof Maine)
spent several weeks studying the beach ridge
sets in northern Peru that emanate from the
mouths of the Chira, Piura, and Santa Rivers.
The visitwasintended to assessthe hypothesis
of El Nmo involvement in ridge formation
(Sandweisset al.1998) and provide ground..
truthing for Shafer's remote sensing-based
studyof ridge formation processesforher mas-
ter's thesis in Quaternary Studies (Schafer
1999). In general, the field observationssup..
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ported the EI Nifio hypothesis. One discovery
concerned the anthropogenic influence on
recent ridge..buildingat Chira. In addition to
the field studies, Belknap consulted with offi..
dais from the oil industry and local utilities in
Talara concerningpossiblegeomorphiceffectsof
the then..predicted1997..98ElNino. Funding
came from the Peruvian Archaeology Research
Fund at the University of Maine and the Uni-
versityof Maine Institute for Quaternary Stud..
. ies.
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Villa Salvador and Huaca Pucllana, Lima
Kate Pechenkina (University of Missouri..
Columbia, e-mailpechenkina@yahoo.com) has
discovered two different groups in the human
remains fromthe earlyEarlyIntermediate siteof
Villa Salvador near Pachacamac (LurinValley,
central coast of Peru). These two groupsdiffer.
in deformation,physicalsize,and stressmarkers.
These contrast with similar groups she studied
from Huaca Pucllana in the Miraflores neigh-
borhood of Lima.
ManchayBajo, Lurin Valley
During the summer of 1999,Richard Bur..
ger (e..mailrichard.burger@yale.edu)and Lucy
Salazar Burger (both of the PeabodyMuseum
ofNatural History,YaleUniversity) directedthe
s~cond season of excavations at ManchayBajo,
a U-shapedcenter on the north bank of the
LurfnRiveracrossfromCarda!. The investiga-
tionsfocusedon the central staircaseandatri..
urn, the monumentalwall, and the domestic
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area to the northwest of the monumental.
architecture. The work on the main mound
documented a series of superimposed atria, one
of which was decorated with polychrome
friezes. It also revealed a sequence of eight
superimposed.stairways.The research on the
monumental wall confirmed that the 750..
meter long construction dates to the Initial
Period. Work there alsoprovidedinformation
on its masonry construction and renovation.
The massivewallappears to havefunctioned as
a dam against debrisflowstriggeredbyEINiiio
events. Work in the northwest section of the
site confirmed the presence of dwellingsmade
of perishable materials, attested to by post..
holes, hearths, and refuse. It also provided
evidence of what appears to be an area of
ceramic production. Finally,work in this area
and testing in the plaza alloweda sedimentary
studyof the flooddeposits that haveburied the
Initial Period sIte. .
La Paloma, Chilca Valley
Bob Benfer (Universityof Missouri,email
benferr@missouri.edu) has completed the
virtuai reality component ofthe PalomaWorId
Project, which is an intelligent digital library
that one day will include all the research ma..
terials from the Paloma Project. Benfer'sweb
site at present has only a small content com..
ponent, but it can be visitedat http://gonk.atc.
missouri.edu/paloma.
Antibal, ChilcaValley
Data analysisisunderwayaftertestexcava..
tions in July 1999 at the site of Antib:il, at the
head of the Chilca Valley. Antib:il is a multi..
component site with an Early Initial Period
occupation andchuUpasfrom later periods.
The excavation team consistedofBob Benfer,
Neil Duncan (e..mail c720256@showme.
missouri. edu), Kate Pechenkina (all of Uni..
versityofMissouri..Columbia)andBernardino
Ojeda from Lima,Peru.
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Figure6. Antibdlsite(3600masl),upperChilca Valley. Peru.
Well..preservedhuman remains werefound
with ceramics that are consistent with one early
date from the southern extent of the site.
Excavators expect that analysis of cores by
Duncan of modem and ancient corrals, as well
as from areas outside corrals will shed light on
Deborah Pearsall's (anthdp@showme.missouri.
edu) hypothesis, which is supported by Law..
rence Kumar's ethnoarchaeological work,of a
co..evolutionary relationship between herding
and the cultivation of certain plant species.
A map of the part of the site where later
components are present has been publishedby
an earlier researcher (Engel 1984:77). A map
which Ojeda and Benfer completed in 1999
extends coveragefrom the southwestern extent
of Engel's map.
A study, almost ready for publication, that
summarizes work on diet and health in pre..
historic Peru was done in Benfer's lab done over
the past three summers. It includes work by
Izumi Shimada has been prepared by Farnum,
Pechenkina, and Benfer. Modeling of non..
specific indicators of stress (NSIS) exhibited in
Peruvian skeletal series that span 6,000yearsof
prehistory permits Benfer's team to examine
diachronic change in adjustments to the chal..
lenges of changing resource availability and
population density that affected childhood diet
and health. Benferetal.find that differencesin
non..specific indicators of stress varied signifi..
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candy among sites, even when differingage or
sex distributions were taken into account.
Comparisons of NSIS and demographicvari,
abIesindicated that prehistoricdiet and health
of Peruvian children generally followed the
trends expected with increasing population
density,agriculturalreliance,andsocialstratifi..
cation. However, elites enjoyed considerably
better childhood diet and health than did
people from previous, le&sstratifiedcultures.
A few unexpected trends emerged. AI..
though high rates ofanemiclesionswerefound
at all of the sites, coprolite analysesfailed to
document the presence of parasites. These
data suggestthat anemiawasnot related to this
type of infection. Because dietary studies
indicate an adult diet rich in protein and iron
frommarine resourcesformostofthesegroups,
it seemslikelythat the high rates of anemia in
children were at least partially related to ~ul,
tural practices such as prolonged breast,feed..
ing, possibly exacerbated by dependence on
iron,poor cultigens stich as squash and maize.
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Asia Site
University of Missouri..Columbiagraduate
students Kate Pechenkina and Julie Farnum
have collected data from Cotton Preceramic
PeriodAsia site skeletons. They willuse these
data to assessa hypothesis under investigation
byJoe Vradenburg and Bob Benfer (Univer,
sity of Missouri..Columbia).that there was a
new treponemal disease introduced to the
central, western flanks of the Andes from the
Amazonian region in the late Initial Period
(second millennium B.C.) that brought about
the end of certain cultural phenomena associ..
ated with this period and permitted the wide..
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spread growth of the Chavi'n cult. Krzysztof
Makowski Hanula (Pontiflcia Universidad
C t6lica del Peru, e..mailkmakows@pucp.edu.
p ) and Mercedes Delgado Agurto (MuseoNa..
cional de Arqueologia, Antropologfa e Historia
del Peru, e..mailmdelgado@pucp.edu. pe) also
p rticipated in this research.
Nazca Drainage
. Donald A. Proulx (UniversityofMassachu..
setts, e..mailproulx@anth.umass.edu), assisted
by graduate student Ana Nieves (Universityof
Texas, e..mail nievesana@yahoo. com) and
Henry Falc6n Amado and Miriam Gavilcin
Roayza (UniversidadNacional San LuisGonza..
ga de lea), undertook an archaeological survey
of the lower Nazca River, from Usaca to the
c nfluence with the RioGrande, and then down
the Rio Grande, past Coyungo to the Maijo
Grande oasis. This work. was supported by a
grant from the H. John Heinz III Charitable
Trust.
The 1998 research had four major objec..
tives.The firstwasto record systematicallyallof
the sites in the survey are~ in an attempt to
complete the coverage of all the major portions
of the Nazcadrainage. Second, wehoped to find
evidence ofNasca habitation sites,whichcould
lead to a better interpretation of the socio..
political organization of Nasca society. These
data could later be compared to other parts of
the drainage to develop a better understanding
of the settlement patterns and resource areas.
Third, in collaboration with David Johnson
(e..mail johnsond@idsinet), Proulx's team
wanted to examine possible correlation of sites
with water sources(natural springsorpuquios
[pukyus],the latteralsocalled"filtrationgaller..
ies"), and these in turn with the "NazcaLines"
or geoglyphs. In 1996 Johnson announced a
strong correlation between certain ground
drawings (geoglyphs)and subterranean aquifers
that conducted water along geological faults.
He argued that the ancient people in this drain..
age were mapping the location of water sources
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with the geoglyphs and that these in turn
wouldlead to archaeological sites.
Finally, Proulx and his team wanted to
investigate the major routes connecting the
interior agricultural areas with the coast.
Successwould demonstrate the role of mari..
timeresourcesin the Nasca diet. Proulxhoped
to find archaeologicalevidence to support the
concept of a mixed economy based on both
intensive irrigation agriculture and products
fromthe ocean and river.
Proulx's team purchased a set of Peruvian
National Aerial Photography Service (SAN)
photographsat ascaleof 1:10,000.These were
attached to a board and coveredwith a trans..
parent mylar overlay on which sites were re..
corded as they were found. They al$oused a
complete set of topographic maps at scales of
1:50,000 and 1:100,000 along with a Global
Positioning System (GPS) instrument that
provided the exact latitude and longitude of
each site recorded. This information was
transferred to the topographic maps. In addi..
tion, NASA 1:100,000 scale satellite maps
provided wonderful detail on the geologyand
hydrologyof the region.
SiteTaUy..UJwerNazca ValleySurvey
Culture Numberof
Sites.
13cemetery
6 habitation
77cemetery
31habitation
Early Horizon Patacas!
Tajo
Nasca
900.200 B.C.
Early
Intermediate
Period
Middle
Horizon
200B.C..
A.D.650
N.9,Atar. 650-900A.D. 18cemetery
co,Soi. 1habitation
songo
Epigonal
Carrizal. 900-1476 58cemetery
Poroma A.D. 31habitation
Inca 1476.1532 5cemetery
. A.D. 1habitation
* The numbersexceed128becausemanysitesweremulti.
occupational
Late Intenne.
diate Period
Late Horizon
Survey began in the lower Nazca River,
~th the team working their way down the
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valley to the confluence with the lUo Grande
and then returning to cover the basin as far as
the Quebrada Usaca. A total of 13 sites was
recorded in the Usaca area and another 51 in
the Nazca River proper. Later project members
moved to the Rio Grande, gradually working
down..valleythough Mal Paso,Batanes, Coyun..
go, and LasBrujason the wayto MaijoGrande.
Sixty..foursites were found on this Rio Grande
segment, making a total of 128sitesrecordedon
the survey. Proulx and his team later discov...
ered that a short segment of the Rio Grande,
from Changillo at the juncture of the Ingenio
River and the Rio Grande, down to Vincente
near the mouth of the Nazca River had never
. been completely surveyed. Although students
from the San Luis Gonzaga University had
indicated that theyhad completelysurveyedthis
ctor, they had recorded only a few selected
sites. Thus a little additional work needs to be
d ne to make the survey of the drainage com..
plete.
Surfacecollections of artifacts weremadeat
e ch site, especially diagnostic ceramics for
accurately dating other remains. These artifacts
were cleaned, numbered, and photographed
prior to storage in cloth bags. Nine cartons of
artifacts were deposited at the Museo Regional
de Ica at the end of the season.
Analysis of the survey data continues, and
results must be compared and correlated to the
data from surveys conducted in other parts of
the drainage. Belowisan account ofsomeofthe
preliminary findingsand questions raisedbythe
research. The 128sites recorded ranged in date
from the Early Horizon (900..200B.C.) to the
Late Horizon (1476..1532A.D.).
Sites were numbered sequentially as they
were recorded in each of the river valleys.RN
refers to sites in the Nazca River Valleywhile
RG designates sites in the Rio Grande. Early
Horizon sherds in smallquantities werefoundin
a total of 13 sites, mosdy in the lower Rio
Grande area. The majority of these vesselswas
utilitarian with decoration consistingof incised
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triangleswithpunctation,circlesanddots,or
braided handles. Whether these ceramics
shouldbe called Paracasor Tajo is more a
matter of semanticsthan of major cultural
differences.A beautiful Ocucaje 8 or 9 interior
decorated bowl,found in the Atarco Valleyby
an agriculturalworker,was coveredwith killer
whales with incised outlines and resin paints.
Others like it have been found at various sites
in the valley. ,Proulx's survey did not reveal
anymajor EarlyHorizon ceremonialsites,only
several small multi..occupational habitation
areas and cemeteries where Early Horizon
sherds were part of the assemblage.
Of the 128 sites recorded, a majority (89)
had some level of Nasca occupation. Most of
these sites were cemeteries (77), but several
unexpected' features were noted. Previously,
Nasca graveswere described as unlined pits in
the sand in which a seated mummybundle and
funerary offeringswere placed, then covered
with a roof of huarango beams and/or adobes.
Proulx's te;lm discovered a wide variety of
Nasca grave forms,includingmanywith adobe
walls, and some with thatch roofingmaterial.
Judging from recent discoveries of very deep
elite Nasca tombs made at La Mufia in the
Palpa Valley, it appears that there was more
variation in Nasca graves than once thought.
Unlooted elitegraveswillbesoughtforexcava..
tion to elucidate the nature of Nasca political
organization. Contrary to the expectation of
finding cemeteries separate and isolated from
habitation sites, many of the cemeteries were
adjacent to, and an integral part of, Nasca
settlements.
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Figure 7. Map of the lower Nazca Valley. Thickblacklines
and hachures indicate the suwey area.
Proulxhad hoped to findseverallargeNasca
urban centers in the course of the survey.Sur..
prisingly, most of the 31 sites containing evi..
dence ofNasca habitation could be describedas
hamlets. The only exteption was the multi..
occupational complexofsitesnumberedRG..25,
..56,..57,and..58 opposite the town ofCoyungo
that appears to be one huge urban center with
associated cemeteries. Judging from the nature
of the architecture and the prevalence of Late
Intermediate Period pottery over the site, in
addition to occasional groupings of Nasca pot..
tery, the majority of these structures are late
(LIP). However, there appears to have been a
substantial Nascaoccupation here aswell.Many
of the smaller Nasca habitation sites were 10"
cated near springs where water seeped from
geologicalfaults, providing a year..roundsource
ofwater. These siteswere particularlyprevalent
in the lower Nazca Valley in the area around
Santa Clara, Agua Dulce, and Los Colorados,
but there are alsoa number of springsin the Co..
yungobasin. Surveyresults should be compared
with the work done by colleagues in the other
tributaries of the Nazca drainage in order to
ascertain whether there is an anomaly in
Proulx's survey area, perhaps with the larger
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urban centers being situated in the more agri..
culturallyproductive portions of the drainage,
or whether small settlements are the rule in
Nasca society.
Another surprisewasthe paucityofMiddle
Horizon sites in the survey area. Perhapscon..
tinued analysis of the surface pottery collec..
tions and a better refinement of the ceramic
collections will increase this number in the
future, but sites with diagnostic "Epigonal"
designsare verysparse. EighteenMiddleHori..
zoncemeteries were recorded, most displaying
the characteristic cotton mummy wrappings
that are frequently found from this time.
Several elaborate Middle Horizon tombs with
white painted, plasteredwallswithniches were
found at RN..33.The MiddleHorizonsites
seemtobeconcentratedina'smallareaon the
westsideof the lowerNazcaRiverjust down
river from the confluenceof the Quebrada
Usaca with the Nasca'River. Only one site
seemed to have Middle Horizonhabitation
remains. More numerous MiddleHorizonsites
have been found in other parts of the drainage,
including the north side of the Rio Grande
V~ey near Cabildo.
The Late Intermediate Periodproducedthe
second largest concentration of sites (after
Early Intermediate Nasca sites) and the only
ruins that could truly be called urban centers.
DavidRobinson divided the LateIntermediate
Period ceramics into two groups,Carrizaland
Poroma{Robinson 1957). In the lea Valley,
Menzel built on her earlier designations of
Chulpaca and SOniche, which were roughly
comparable in time to Carrizaland Poroma, to
construct a lO..phasesequence that she called
the Ica style (Menzel 1976). Others, pointing
to the similaritybetween these LateIntermedi..
ate Period ceramics and those of the Chincha
Valley to the North, refer to the style as
Chincha..lea. Until the exact politicalrelation..
ship between these various valleys is better
known, and until Proulx can studyand seriate
the Late Intermediate Period pottery from his
survey area, ceramic variations are simply
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lumped into the category "Late Intermediate
Period."
There are 31 Late Intermediate Period
habitation sites in the survey area, including
sev ral covering more than one square kilome..
ter. RN..15,RN..17,RG..9,and thecomplexRG..
25, ..56, ..57, and ..58 fall in this category.The
huge settlements ofRN..15, ..17,and RG..9were
constructed on the slopes of hills, near springs
verlooking the valley below. The Coyungo
complex (RG..25,..56,..57,and ..58)wasbuilton
the pampa adjacent to the river. The distin..
guishing feature of these late cities is the use of
cobblestones as construction material. Struc..
tures ofvaryingsize"alongwith huge open plazas
are present. Obviouslythis wasa timeofpopula..
tion growth and the concentration of people
into large centers.
In addition to the habitation sites, 58 Late
Intermediate Period'cemeteries were recorded,
sometimes mixed with the graves of earlier
cultures. Tombs tend to be large, deep, and
rectangular in shape, often with adobe linings.
These tombs often have the best preservedand
most numerous organic remains such as mum..
mies, slings,and other textiles. Perhaps due to
the increase in population, the sizes of Late
Intermediate Period cemeteries are larger than
those of earlier periods.
Proulx's team only recorded nine siteswith
Inca pottery~The most interesting is RG..7, at
the area at the base of Cerro Colorado near the
confluence of the Nazca River with the Rio
Grande. There a peasant revealed a fine Inca
aryballoidjar found nearby. Proulx suspectsthat
m ny more of the sites surveyed are Late Hori..
zo or include Late Horizon components, but
that local people continued to make their char..
acteristic LIPpottery even under Inca su1;>juga..
tion, as was the case in the lea Valley (Menzel
1976). The Inca controlled the Nazcadrainage
from the site of Paredones on the outskirts of
the modem city of Nazca. Here one can see
Cuzco style stone walls and niches and find
more Inca elite pottery. The extent of Inca
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control was over this region, and how many
siteswerebuilt by the Inca must be established
fromthe resultsofvariousunpublishedsurveys
which have been conducted in the Nazca
drainage.
The second objectiveofthe survey,to shed
lighton the nature ofthe socio,politicalorgani,
zation of the Nasca Culture during the Early
Intermediate Period, will require additional
analysisof data from the other surveysunder,
taken in the drainage to providevalid answers
to long,debated questions. However, the lack
of large Nasca urban centers in the lower
Nazca River and Rio Grande sectors,as noted
above, supports the now widelyaccepted the,
ory that Nasca society was organized into a
series of local chiefdoms rather,being a primi,
tive state controlled by a central government.
Sharing a common religion and symbolicsys,
tern, these local political.entities ruled from
regional centers in critical locations iti the
various tributaries. The onlypossiblecenter of
such activity in"Proulx's survey area would
have been the largecomplexat Coyungoin the
lowerRioGrande Valley(sitesRG,25, ,56, ,57,
,58). Other centers existedin the moreagricul,
turally dominant parts of the drainage, along
the Palpa, Ingenio, middleRioGrande, Tierras
Blancas, Aja, and Taruga Valleys.The local
leaders ruling from these centers had dual
functions as religious leaders (shamans) and
secular warriors. The role of warrior,chief
seemsto have become more important begin'
ning in Phase 5 when well,documented
droughts (dating between A.D. 540,560 and
570,610) caused much social upheaval and
changes in settlement patterns (Schreiberand
Lancho 1995:251).Warfare tookplace among
the many political units to obtain scarce agri,
cultural land and water resources, as well to
provide a source of victims for ritual decapita,
tion, especiallyin Phases 5, 6, and 7.
Proulx'ssurveydocumentedconcentrations
ofNasca5 sitesin the Usacaareawhereseveral
geologicalfaultsconducted subterranean water
to'the area. Settlement pattern analysisisstill
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ongoing. Nevertheless, differencesin the distri,
bution of sites fromvarious cultures and phases
are already evident.
The third objective of the survey was to
investigate the correlation of the sites discov,
ered with water sources, geologicalfaults, and
geoglyphsin conjunction with David Johnson.
This research wasalsosuccessful.Concentrating
primarilyon the Nasca period sites, the location
of non,riverine water sources was carefully
. not d by the archaeologists.Once the survey
was completed, Johnson and his team ofgeolo,
gistsplotted the location of the geologicalfaults
adjacent to each site and the presenceand
location of any geoglyphs.A strong correlation
wasfound betWeensite location, faults,springs,
uquios,and other non, riverine water sources,
and large geometric geoglyphs. Analysisisalso
ongoing, but some of the data have been pre'
sented Oohnson 1999).
Finally, Proulx hoped to explore the role of
the seainNascasocietythrough an examination
of sites discovered in the lower portion of
the Rio Grande. Some researchers, such as
Patrick Carmichael and Brenda Kennedy,have
questioned the importance of maritime re,
sources in the diet of the Nasca society, cor,
recdy pointing out ,the distance of most Nasca
sites from the ocean and the primacyof agricul,
tural plants in their everyday lives.The ceramic
iconography clearlydepicts a variety offish,sea
mammals,birds, and fishermen,yet someschol,
arshave argued that these representations were
symbolic rather than representational. Our
research uncovered large amounts ofsea shells,
fish ets, sea urchins, and other maritime re,
ains at Nasca sites all along the lower Rio
Grande and up into the other tributariesaswell.
Obvi usly the inhabitants of these small sites
had access to the sea and were utilizingmari,
timeresourceson a regular basis.Observationof
modem fisherman making regular trips to the
sh re, especially to the vicinity of Puerto
Ca,b llas,and a study of the routes taken to
these locations have provided valuable new
in ights into the activities of the ancients.
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In summary,Proulx's majorresearchobjec..
tiveswererealized. Although someof the sites
in Proulx's survey area had been previously
visitedby other archaeologists,Proulxand his
team studied and documented over 128 sites
forthe first time, obtaining valuablenewinfor..
mation on settlement patterns and laying the
foundation for an extensive studyofthe corre..
lation between the archaeologicalsites, water
sources,and geoglyphs.Future workwill con';'
centrate on examining specific sites in the
surveyarea and on testing the validityofJohn..
son'shydrological theory. '
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California Institute of Peruvian Studies on
the South Coast
The earthquake ofNovember 12, 1996,in
southern Peru devastated the facility of the
. CaliforniaInstitute forPeruvianStudies(CIPS)
at Bella Uni6n, Arequipa. Fortunately, the
collections were salvageablebut needed to be
moved. This was accomplished in March of
1997 through the efforts of CIPS President
Francis A. Riddell (e..mail:fariddell@netzero...
net) assistedbyarchaeologistsRichard Brooks,
Anna Noah, Alina Aparicio, and forensic
anthropologist Sheilagh Brooks. Sandra
Asmussen and J. Arthur Freed weresupport..
ing crewmembers. Some 200 cartons of sped..
mens were transported to the CIPSlaboratoIy
and storage facilityat the Catholic University
CU1Tent Research
in Arequipa (Universidad Cat6lica Santa Marla
Madre y Maestra). CIPS and the University
perate under an agreement by which both the
fieldworkand the laboratory/storage facilityare
joint endeavors.
The California Institute for Peruvian Studies
had several groups in the field in 1998. One
he ded by CIPS president Francis A. Riddell
returned to the Chala region on the south coast
in August to continue archaeological site sur..
veys The team consisted of Riddell, Marie
Cottrell, Richard Brooks, Lidio Valdez, and
Alina Aparicio, Sheilagh Brooks, and crew
members Sandra Asmussen, J. Arthur Freed,
and students William Fowlks and Zasha Trivi..
sonno. Utilizing Valdez's report (1990), a
resurvey was undertaken of the Quebrada de
Chala and its branch, Quebrada Huanuhuanu.
In the survey new sites were discovered and
recorded. Additionally, surveys were conducted
southeast of Chala, down coast, in Quebrada
Huaccyaco and in the Chaparra Valley as re..
ported by Valdez (1998) and by Aparicio
(1998).
Although the visitswerebrief, ten siteswere
recorded in the HuaccYacodrainage. Of these,
nine were aceramic and may be preceramic in
age. No excavation was attempted, but the
surfaceoccurrenceofmarwsand ametate(grind..
ing stones) at several of the sites, as well as an
abundance of basaltic debitage, indicates that
the pattern of cultural content as well as geo..
graphic location deviate from the late sitesthat
have extensive architecture, abundant midden,
and a heavy presence of potsherds. Rock rings
a several sites suggest house remains, but this
cannot be confirmed without excavation.
Further investigation is planned for August
2000. .
In the Chaparra Valley the team recorded
15 rchaeological sites. All appear to be of the
Late Horizon, although some may be of the
Colonial Period, as well. Here, too, continued
investigation byCIPS field teams are scheduled
for 2000.
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In Februaryand March of 1999meinbersof
the California Institute for Peruvian Studies
returned to the south~centralcoastto continue
site surveysand collections studies. The team
was headed by CIPS President Francis A.
Riddell and was composed of archaeologists
Richard Brooks, Alina Aparicio, forensic an~
thropologistSheilaghBrooks,museumspecial~
istFrances Durocher, andcrewmembersJohn
Schaller, J. Arthur Freed,and Nathan Parker.
Members of the community of Atiquipa were
interviewed for site locations and information
on the sites in that locality. The sites of
Aiparipa, Jihuay, Quebrada de la Vaca, and
Taimara were visitedand photographsmade of
architectural features. The local people re~
vealed the location ofa "bellrock"nearAtiqui~
pa that produces a ringingsound when struck.
Local interest suggeststhat this fe.atureserved
as a "shrine" in ancient times.
The CIPS fieldteam alsomadean archaeo~
logical site survey of a portion of the Santa
Luda River (alsoknown as Quebrada Jahuay)
which flowsinto die ocean at Lomas(Schaller
1999). Several sitesproduced sherdsof utility
ware, and in some instances sherdsofNasca 3
pottery werenoted. Due to a highwatercondi~
tion at the time of the survey it wasnot possi~
ble to accomplish a more thorough review of
the area.
Two members of the survey team, Schaller
and Durocher, made a one~daysurvey of a
segment of the Quebrada de Acaville,a major
tributary of the Yauca River. Four sites were
recorded, of which one produced Late Acarl
pottery sherds. The limitedreviewsuggeststhe
four sites were Late Intermediate and/or Late" "
Horizon.
Another team of CIPS/UCSM investiga~
tors, Dwight Wallace, Julio Manrique, and
Alina Aparicio, undertook excavations at
Cerrillos, lea in May and June of 1999
(Wallacet al.1999). Wallace had previously
excavated here in 1958. The present project
was proposed because the originalexcavation
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had only tested an area 6 meters square. No
data on early Paracas style pottery, at least in
such volume, had been obtained in the 40years
since the firstexcavation. Textile analyseswere
undertaken byWallace, Grace Katterman, and
Oscar BendezUj the collections are housed in
the Museo Regionalde lea (MRI).
With a view of beginning field research in
the coming years Catherine Julien (Western
Michigan University, e-mail catherine.julien@
wmich. edu), under the auspicesof CIPS,made
a"reviewof archaeological sites in the Atiquipa
region Oulien 1999). She had not been in the
rea since 1972andwanted to familiarizeherself
with the recorded and unrecorded sites.Shewas
accompanied by archaeologist Alina Aparicio
and student Margaret Enrile. Their first visit
was to Quebrada de la Vaca where they madea
series of observations and took photos of the
present condition of the architecture. Of spe~
cialinterestwasthe conditionoftheq chayuyo
(se weed)growingon the rocks belowthe tidal
surge. It wasabundant, thus suggestingthat one
ofthe marine prod~ctsharvested, processedand
stored by the Inca at Quebrada de la Vaca was
qochayuyo.
The three~person team visited the ruins at
Cerro Coco and took photos and notes of
vaulted structures, some of which were burial
chambers. One had an interior measurementof
1.5by 2 m and waslocated inside awalledpatio
which, in turn, measured about 4.5 by4 m.The
roof of the vaulted structure was closed with
slabs that span a meter at the most. There was
a course of stones above the slabs of the roof
and earth above that.
On a clear day the ocean can be seen from
the heights of Cerro Coco. Evidence ofancient
agriculture was manifested by eroded terraces
upon which non~diagnostic pottery fragments
were noted.
At Aiparipa more vaulted structures were
n ted, in one instance some twenty such struc-
tures wereseen, and project membersnoted five
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in another group. A dense concentration of
structures was made of a relativelyfine pink..
white granitic material that is more abundant
and of a better quality than seen at Cerro
Coco. The structures are rectangularand have
rounded interior comers. Somehavesubterra..
nean cists. A number of mortars andbatanes
(grindingstones) wereobservedinconjunction
with these ruins.
Julien and the two other team members
alsovisited the ruins of PuebloViejowith local
guide and informant, Juan Segura. The pres..
ervation of these ruins is remarkable. The
architecture'is quite similarto that of Quebra..
.dade laVacaand the other neighboringruins
in this region. At Pueblo Viejo, the com..
pounds seem to enclose an open space with a
single entrance near one end, with vaulted
structures at the opposite end. There are
subterranean cistswithin these compounds,or
open areas. Some of the enclosures (com..
pounds) have sqUarepillar..footingslike those
to be found at Quebrada de la Vaca. These
pillars appear to have supported roofed areas
along the enclosure walls.
Upon their arrival at the site, the team
found small vaults.that were recently opened,
exposing multiple burials. Abundant textile
fragments and cordage were found on the
surface, some of cotton and someofwool. At
the time oftheir visit localpeoplewerethere to
collectqochayuyo.Juan Segura stated that
people spread theqochayuyon the ground
inside the enclosures to dry.
The team's visit to the nearby ruins of
Ocopa demonstrated that more detailed work
is needed here to fully record the somewhat
dispersedarchitectural features. Morevaulted
structures were seen, some with adjoining
circular enclosures with walls more than 1 m
high. Evidence of agriculture wasin the form
of terraces with, associated diversion canals,
dams and small reservoirs. Rockshelters were
noted, one of which had a stone wall at least
1.5m high across its opening.
CurrentResearch
Julien and her team made abriefvisit to the
Chala Valley. This included a stop at Chala la
Vieja. In the limited amount of time available
it was not possible to record the extensive
architectural features to be seen in this part of
the valley.
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Chivav, Colca Valley.
Dan Sandweiss (University of Maine, e..
mail dan_sandweiss@maine.maine.edu),geolo..
gistHal Borns (e..mailborns@maine.edu) (both
University of Maine),and archaeologist Bernar..
dino Ojeda spent several weeks inJune 1998in
nd around Chivay, on the Colea River in Are..
quipa Department, with support from the Uni..
versityof Maine Vice..Provost for Researchand.
Graduate Studies and the University of Maine
Institute forQuaternary Studies. Their goalwas
to assess the hypothesis that the Chivayobsid..
ian ource was ice-covered during the Younger
Dryas period (ca.ll,OOO..10,OOOHCyears ago).
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This sourcewas identifiedby both Richard
Burger and Sarah Osgood Brooks from a
location at about 5000 masl, upslopefrom the
town ofChivay (Burgeretal.1998b:204, note
4; Brooksetal.1997). Excavation ofYounger
Dryasagedeposits at Quebrada Jaguay,on the
coast, had found only Alca source (ca. 2850
masI; see Burgeret al.1998a) obsidian even
though the Chivay source is a similardistance
fromQuebrada Jaguay. Had the Chivaysource
been ice~coveredduring the earlyoccupation
at Quebrada Jaguay,it wouldbe unnecessaryto
seekmorecomplexexplanationsforitsabsence
at that site. Field observations in the Colca
Valleyindicated that during the lastglaciation,
ice reached the town of Chivay, some 1400
below the obsidian outcrop. However,surface
exposure age dating currently in process is
necessary to determine the timing of ice ad~
vances. The team did note that pieces of
Chivay source obsidian previouslyobserved in
the sediments underlying the town of Chivay
werebrought there asglacialtill rather than by
fluvialaction. .
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Quebrada Jaguay
In 1996, Dan Sandweiss (University of
Maine, email da~sandweiss@umit.maine.
edu) carried out excavations and survey at
Quebrada Jaguay, near Camana on the south
coast of Peru. Project members included co~
director Rolando Paredes, archaeologists
Bernardino Ojeda and Maria del Carmen
Sandweiss, students Heather McInnis (then
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University of Maine, e..mail hmcinnis@
darkwing.uoregon.edu), and Trevor Ott (Uni..
versity of Calgary, email tohott@calgary.ca).
and field technician Osvaldo Cho%o.Financial
. support was provided by TIMEX Corporation,
the H. John Heinz III Charitable Truse, and the
Curtiss T. and Mary G. Brennan Foundation.
Excavations were centered at Quebrada Jaguay
280, an EarlyPreceramic site discoveredin 1970
byFredericEngel (1981:45).A suiteofradiocar..
bon dates on charcoal from the site now con~
firms that there was a Terminal Pleistocene
occupation dating between about 11,000 and
10,000 BP (uncalibrated) and an Early Holo~
cene occupation dating between 9500 and 7500
BP.(uncalibrated). Fish and shellfish provided
ne rly all of the animal protein during both
occupations, indicating great antiquity for
maritime adaptations in the region (Sandweiss
tal.1998).Fullcover surveyofthe surrounding
r gion (5 km to the northwest, 5 km northeast,
and 10 km to the southeast) identified more
than 60 sites,mostlypreceramic. Comparisonof
surfaceremainsand dates on basalmaterialfrom
shovel tests show that the sites represent two
preceramic periods, one between ca. 9500 and
7500 BP and one centered around 4000 BP.A
fewceramic..bearingsites were also found.
During June and Julyqf 1999, Dan Sand~
w iss resumed excavations at the Early Pre..
ceramic fishingsite of Quebrada Jaguay.Finan..
cial support for the season came from Thor
Heyerdahl. The fieldcrew included archaeolo~
gist Miguel Cabrera, undergraduate students
Arturo Santos (San Marcos University) and
Ted McClure (Indiana..Purdue at Fort Wayne,
e..mailEichrodt@ aol.com), graduate students
Ben Tanner (University of Maine, e~mail
ter.303@compuserve.com) and Fred Andrus
(University of Georgia. e..mail cftal@
peachnet.compuscwix.net), and fieldtechnician
Oswaldo Chozo. The field lab was run by
archaeologist Julissa Ugarte.
Field work in the 1996 season showedthat
Sector II was Terminal Pleistocene in age and
includedpossiblepost..holes.The recent excava..
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tions confirmed the presence of multiple post..
holes and other features dating to several
momentsduringthe TerminalPleistocene.
ArchaeologistsDave Sanger (Universityof
Maine, e..mail sanger@maine.edu) and
Bernardino Ojeda spent severaldayson site as
part of their related project inspecting early
lithic collections in Peru and northern Chile..
Ongoing analyses include work on the lithics
by Dave Sanger and Ben Tanner; phytolith,
. starch grain, and pollen analysisby Dolores
Piperno (Smithsonian Tropical Research
Institute, e..mail pipernod@stri.org); caliche
analysis by Fred Andrus; faunal analyses by
Heather McInnis (University of Oregon, e..
mail hmcinnis@ darkwing.uoregon.edu)
(Mcinnis 1999),Elizabeth Reitz (Universityof
Georgia, e..mailereitz @arches.uga.edu), and
Fred Andrus; and radiocarbon dating of bulk
samples by Howard Melville (Jaan Terasmae
Radiocarbon Laboratory, BrockUniversity,e~
mailhmelville@ spartan.ac.brocku.ca).Bruce
Smith (Smithsonian Institution, e..mailsmith.
bruce@ simnh. sLedu)has recentlycompleted
studyof three EarlyHolocene gourd fragments
uncov~red during the 1996 season.
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Dental Research
Rick Sutter (e..mailC569310@showme.
missouri.edu), a 1997 Ph.D. fromthe Univer..
CU1TentResearch
sity of Missouri..Columbia,is beginning ~ pro..
gram of research using dental traits to establish
th major outlines of the peopling of South
America. He will use Peruvian central coastal
materials as well as dental materials from as
wide a geographical spread as possible.
BOLIVIA
Taraco Project
During May through August 1996, 1998,
nd 1999 the Taraco Archaeological Project,
co..directedbyChristine Hastorf (Universityof
California, Berkeley, e..mail hastorf@SSCL.
b rkeley. edu) and Matt Bandy, (Universityof
California, Berkeley), conducted research at
Chiripa, a site on the southwest shores of Lake
.Titicaca in Bolivia. The core team membersare
Lee Steadman (e..mail steadman@aol.com),
Kat Moore (University of Pennsylvania),
WUliamWhitehead, a graduate student atUC..
Berkeley (email whitehea@SSCL.berkeley.
edu), and Jose Luis Paz, an archaeologist from
the University of San Andres in LaPaz. Addi..
tio al help in the field came from Melissa
Goodman (Cambridge University, e..mail
magl008@cus.cam.ac.uk), Ian Hodder (Stan,
ford University,e..mailihodder@sranford.edu),
Donald Johnson of the Institute of Minnesota
Archaeology Consulting, and six students.
Further specialist help has come from John
Southon ofthe LawrenceLivermoreLaboratory
Dating Lab. Susan D. de France (Florida
Museum of Natural History, e..mail sdef@
anthro.ufl.edu) is studying small animal bones.
David W. Steadman (FloridaMuseumofNatu..
ral History, e..maildsteadman@flmnh.ufl.edu)
isanalyzingbird remains. Kate Moore (Dniver..
sity of Pennsylvania, email kmmoore@sas.
upenn. edu) has responsibility for large animal
bones while Deborah Blom (University of
Vanderbilt, email deborah.e.blom@vanderbilt.
edu) willwork on human bones.
. 1996was the second field seasonof this
project (the first was in 1992), although Wen..
dell Bennett in the 1930s, Alfred Kidder and
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GregorioCordero Miranda in the 1950s, Maks
Portugal Zamora in the 1960s, and David
Browmanand Max Portugal Ortizin the 1970s
have excavated there previously. From their
work at Chiripa, we know about the existence
of the site's central mound. This 0.36 ha
construction has at least three building levels
and probably dates from 1400 B.C. through
Tiwanaku times (or to approximately A.D.
1000).
The mound visible on the surface is a
Tiwanaku I monolith,lined courtyard that
shows continuity with the earlier structures.
The Formative site spans 7 ha surroundingthe
mound, upon three created terracesthat slope
down to the lake plain. The mound is on the
middleterrace. Chiripa isespeciallyinteresting
to Andeanists becauseof its proximityto impe..
rial Tiwanaku. Tiwanaku was an important
center for almost 800 years beginning around
A.D. 300 and therefore Chiripa is considered
one ofTiwanaku's primaryprecursors. Chiripa
flourished during the earlier FormativePeriod
of Bolivian prehistory, with a ritual center
overlooking Lake Titicaca and the string of
snow, peaked mountains to the east. The
Formative Period, as it is called in Bolivian
archaeology, ranges between 2000 B.C. and
A.D. 400 according to Charles Stanish's inter..
pretion of the regional sequence, with Chiripa
dating to the Middle and Upper Formative
Periods.
The Taraco Project's research goals are
several. While trying to understand the For..
mative Period in the south..central Andes,
including detailed artifactual changes,project
members are especially interested in the early
dynamics of increasing political scale and
. subsistencechanges,particularlyagriculture.
At Chiripa Formative sites, these activitiesare
clearly intertwined with intensive ritual ac,
tions, traces of which are alsounder ihvestiga,
tion.
The site's importance is seen in the results
from systematic surface collections that were
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completed in 1996. The ceremonial areas,
Llusco, the mound, and Santiago, make up less
than one hectare. There seems to have been a
substantial residential area on all three terraces
surrounding this central precinct.
The Project has been trying to uncover
evidence of domestic ateas and activities, but
this is proving difficult. Excavations in 1996
took place in two areas, north and south of the
mound. However, both areas, Llusco and
Santiago, have yielded large (approximately11
by 13m) semi,subterranean stone,walled enclo,
sures. The investigators believe these to be
ceremonial (gathering)areas rather than habita,
tion zones. Lluscowasfirstexcavated byClau,
dia Rivera in 1992. Excavations by Jose Luis
Paz followed in 1996. It is on the uppermost
terrace and dates to the Late Formative.Period,
or what we call Late Chiripa, about 800 to 600
B.C. The Lluscoenclosure has patches ofwhite
plaster on its.floor and a drainage canal in the
lower, northwest comer.
To the north, and on the first terrace, Santi..
ag directly overlooksthe lake shore. This area
was opened first by Sonia Alconini and Sigrid
Arnott in 1992 and substantially expanded in
1996 by Emily Dean and David Kojan. This
part of the site is a complex of use and rebuild,
ing l yers dating throughout Formative times.
There are surfaces that seem to be fairlyclean,
and in some cases have yellowor white plaster
Human pit burials cut through this plaster in
many places. It seems that ritual burial and
feasting occurred in this section at least, but
th re could also have been some habitation
quite close. This area of the site is extremely
important, yet still mysterious as to the total
types of activities that occurred there. The
stratigraphy is complicated .and will be illumi,
nated byMelissaGoodman's microstratigraphic
analysis.
In 1998,work continued in Santiago, again
under EmilyDean but with Bill Whitehead also
working to the west. The plan was to further
refin understanding of the chronology and
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function of the very early semisubterranean
enclosure encountered in the Santiago area,
called Choquehuanca. This enclosureis 13by
14 m. Its excavation involved several long
trenches. From analysisof these trenches two
important facts emerged. First)the enclosure
wasdefinitelyconstructed in the MiddleChiri,
pa Phase (1000,800 BC). The builders cut
through several meters of EarlyChiripa strata
to sterile soil)then leveledthe groundwith.
Middle Chiripa fill, laid a claybase,and built a
fineyellowflooracrossthe surface..This was
used in the Middle Chiripa times, and once
abandoned, dense Late Chiripa fillwasplaced
in it. The northern and eastern walls are
poorly preserved, while the southern and
western walls are deeper and in better condi,
tion. Team membersexposed28squaremeters
of the floor and collected samplesthere. They
are beginning to study the plant, a~al, ce,
ramic, and lithic remains, in addition to the
micro,depositional history. Full details of the
trapezoidal Middle Chiripa enclosure remain
undetermined. However, Hastorf's team have
.learnedthat set in itseastwallthereisa small
storie niche, about one meter in length. It
contained nothing visible. This couldbe what
is seen later on the mound, and at Pukara,
Tiwanaku,and even in Inca enclosures' wall
niches that held important sacredobjects. Part
of the inner stone wall was plastered. The
Lluscoand Choquehuanca enclosuresare the
earliest in their region discoveredto date.
The final goal of the 1996 archaeological
project wasto understand better the Formative
portions ofthe mound. Matt Bandyundertook
severalcleaning operations. Hismain task was
on the east sideof the mound, whichhad been
cut back by the community in the 1960s to
build a football field.
There he uncovered clear evidence of the
"Upper and LowerHouse" Formative levels in
his profile. Previous work on the mound sug,
gested that there were hetween 14 and 16
structures surrounding a sunken plaza. We
have now confirmed that there are 14. Some
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mayhave been substantial)but no structures are
untouched and complete. Ten structures)
however, are probably in good condition. The.
evidence suggeststhat these werenot inhabited,
bu were more likely ceremonial structures,
keeping special and sacred items and housing
sacred activities. The bins do not seemto have
held quantitiesof crops,as did Incacollca,nd
the bins could not have been entered.
EachstructurewasperhapsusedbyanayUu,
or an extended family associated with a terri,
tory. With two groups of seven on each side
there isa strong sense of moieties. These struc,
tures are made of adobe and stone, with plas,
tere surfaces' on the walls and floors. Four
superimposed structures were seen in the east,
em p ofile. Each structure has a seriesofyellow
plaster floors. Betweeneach re,flooring there is
evidence of ritual sealing) with sterile soil or
sand laid down, often accompanied by a fire.
Further evidence of such floor treatment also
w s seen in the cleaning of historical fill along
t e south face of the mound. Most floorslook,
ed clean, although the top "LowerHouse"floor
had lots of fish remains and pottery. One
hearth Wasalsoencountered.
In 1996 Melissa Goodman of Cambridge
University joined the project briefly to collect
microstratigraphic samples of all areas. This
search should showwhat typesand intensities
of activities were undertaken in these mound
structures. In collaboration with John Southon
and the Lawrence Livermore Laboratories, the
Project has run a seriesofAMS dates foreachof
these floors)to understand the timingandscope
ofthe re,flooringevents in the mound. Unfortu,
nat ly, the curve at this time in the past willnot
be able to separate out this time span for us.
Advancing another main goal, to under,
standbettertheFormativePeriodoccupationof
the site, the Taraco project undertook test
excavationsin fourareasidentifiedin the 1996
systematicsurfacecollectionprogram. These
excavations located two more Late Chiripa
st n foundationenclosureswith the potential
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for more subsurface walls as well as a Middle
Chiripa mud~brickwall. In the two northern
areas,nearChoquehuanca there areportionsof
beautifullymade stone canals. One isattached
to the corner of what seems to be a large Late
Chiripa enclosure, although enoughhasnot yet
been uncovered to confiim thishypothesis. At
the Alejo area, the river cobble, stone~lined
canal runs more than 4 meters down slope,
with a coverstone wherethe waterentered the
canal. There is a comer of a cut~stonestruc~
ture with a double~sidedcanal also running
downslope on an angle. To learn about these
areasbeyond the test pits, a magnetometerand
resistivitysurveyof the central part of the site's
surfacewasundertaken by Don Johnson. This
sub~surfacesurvey located somepossiblewalls
at Quispe aswellas near Choquehuanca. This
will help construct a complete catalog of all
Formative Period architecture. at the site,
because all of the site, except the mound, lies
under fieldSand is extremely difficultto exca~
vate. The results suggest that excavations in
the Quispe area should be expanded to under~
stand better the enclosure apparently found
there. Especiallyinteresting about thisfounda~
tion at Quispe are the differencesof the stone
workcompared to that of the other enclosures.
This evidence allowsthe hypothesisthat vari~
ous groups made these structures, creating
their bounded space in their ownstyles.
Another goalof the 1998and 1999seasons
was to learn about the lowest deposits under
the mound, which date to the MiddleChiripa
Phase. The Montfculo 1 area is located along
and near the southern section of the exposed
eastern face of the mound. A trench measur~
ing 4 m north~south by 6 m east~westwas
opened there. This was the section of the
profile that was cleaned in the 1996 season.
Two thin units wereexcavated in 1996,expos~
ing remains of LowerHouse Levelstructures.
In the 1999 season, we expanded what was
discovered in the 1998 excavation. The area
just to the east of the fence used to be part of
the mound, but was cut back during the haci~
erida period, probably sometime in the 1940s.
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Thus, by excavating in this area we hoped to
obtain a sample of the deposits which originally
lay below the mound, thereby avoiding the
difficult,destructive, and even possiblydanger~
ous ask ofexcavating through severalmetersof
mound deposit in order to reach them. Below
the top fill level weencountered the remainsof
an a obe wall. This wall runs north~south for
the ntire length of the trench. We nowknowit
was at least 11meters long, and wedid not find
the northern comer of it. This wall, approxi,
mately 70 em in width, exhibits a peculiar
con truction technique. It is composed of very
large "pillow"adobes, 70 cm long by 20~40cm
wid , made ofsterile red clay.These red adobes
.are in turn placedwithin a dark,organicmud
matrix mortar. Interesting about these fromthe
1999 excavations was the fact that each brick
. wasburnedon the top, as if to hardenit. Only
the lowermostcourse of the wallwaspreserved,
so it i uncertainwhether the entireheightof.
the wallwasconstnicted in this manner. Never~
theless, this technique has not been observedin
a y other structure excavated at Chiripa to
date, and in no other structure in the Titicaca
Basin to my knowledge. Once again we are
seeing a wide range of building techniques. We
now have two differe~t building techniques for
the Middle Chiripa Phase and at least three for
the Late Chiripa Phase.
An additional cleaning was undertaken
l g the south side of the mound(upslope) in
1999, reopening up a modem mixed area that
we investigated in 1996. We needed to extend
our earlier trench to try to determine the num~
ber and placement of upper house structUresas
well as the location of the opening into the
inner courtyard. We made a long twelvemeter
profile there and determined that there wasno
structure in the middleof this sideofthe mound
at that late Late Chiripa time, meaning there
wa an opening upslope to that side of the
community. Hence we now believe that there
were 14 structures in this final phase, making
this two setS of seven houses each. The
discovery of physiqtl evidence for moieties in
the in the Late Chiripa Phase wonderful.
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LeeSteadman oversawthe ceramicanalysis
aswellas ran the laboratory everyfieldseason.
Not only do the ceramics hold the key to the
dating and seriation ofthe siteand its relation..
ships to other villageswithin the region, they
are critical for identifying the activitieson the
site, such as cooking, storage, and ceremonial
and burial practices. Given that a detailed
ceramic sequence has not been fullyformed for
this part of the Titicaca Basin,Steadmanis
completingessentialworkontheFormative..to...
Tiwanaku phases in the southern Titicaca
Basin. Three ceramic phases are defined for
the Chiripa occupation of the site, based on
observabledifferencesbetween the ceramicsin
the stratigraphic levels and 14 new absolute
dates. The terms used by th~ Taraco Project
have been employed before by Karen Mohr
Chavez,whobased her workon Kidder'sexca..
vations. The Taraco froject phases are ad..
justed slightlyearlier. New absolutedates and
ceramic analysis have indicated phases that
date toEarlyChiIipa..1500..1000BC,Middle
Chiripa .. 1000..800 BC, and Late Chiripa..
800..100 BC (calibrated).
William Whitehead, Rene Ayon, and
Franz Choque have overseen the collection,
processing, and sorting of the soil flotation
samples from the excavations. The Project
followedablanket collection strategyof 10liter
bulk (point..provenienced) samples. Further..
more, in midden and surfacecontexts, average
soilsampleswerealsocollected, to improvethe
representation of those contexts. In aU,384
soil samples were collected and processed.
These are important for the recoveryof plant
remains but also for fishbones and other small
animal remains, and they provide a quantita..
tive sample of all artifacts.
Concurrent with the Taraco Project exca..
vations in 1996, Mario Montano Arag6n
worked on a toponymicmap ofthe localcatch..
ment area in and around the modem commu..
nity of Chiripa. He discovered hundreds of
place names that link to past and present
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activities in the area, noting that the Aymara
l nguage extends back in time.
The Taraco Archaeogical Project has been
supported byThe National Science Foundation,
the National Geographic Society, and the Stahl
Fellowship of the University of California,
Berkeley.
